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Abstract
A¢cmate altalysis of rdiabtlit.s of s_tem requites teat tt a¢tounts lot all ma_ot variat_.ons in ,ymern's opera-
tion. Mc_t reliability anal)_ a._ume that the system ¢od|vration. succ¢_ criteria, and component behavior
remain the same. Howewer. multiple phag', arc natural. We present a new computatioaally efficient technique for
analysis of phast_mL_ion systems where the operational stat_ of a system tam b¢ described by combinations of
components gates. (such as fault tries or atcertions) .Mortover. individual components may be repaired, if failed.
as part of .t_tem ol_eratiott but repairs _ ind_endent of the SF*tem state. For rtlmiraht¢ Ltyttem, Mttko_"
aaal._.,, techniques 0_r¢ut*ed but they luffer from state space expk't/ov That limits the site of system that can
be analyzed and it is expensive in comtmt atkm. We avoid the state Sleet. _plos.ion. ]be phase algebra is used to
account for the directs o( variable configurations, repmrs, and success criteria from phase to phme. Otxr technique
yitlcb exact _u opposed to appto.ximate) re, ul_. Vie demonstrate, our technique by memm of _.ral examp!e,
and preens numerical results to show the effects of phases, and rv,paiv, cn the system n_liahilit.v/availability
1 Introduction
Accurate aual v._ of reliability of s)_em requires that it accounts for all major variatioas in s:,.stem's operation.
_t reliability analyses assume thal the _-s_m configuration, succe,Js critetia_ and component behavior _main
the same. How_v_er, nmitiple phl_,._ are natural. The s._stem configuration, oppzatioaal requirements for indi-
vidual coiuponents, the succelm criteria, xud the sxress on the componente (ud thus the fiulure rates) may vt_"
from phase to phase. Various techniques anti tools hat_ been developed !1_-[4_ to ,auiJ_ stogie mission .,v_em.
Pha.q,d-mission system analysis also ha., rec_i_d s;)bstantild attea_ by"rese_ _! - [12].
IN,pending on the requirements during diff,,rem phi_ different components may be placed in or removed
from servt_ or repaired during a phase to balance tSe _'_tern reliability umd the ccet of operation. The _cce_
of a redundancy" managcraent s_eme determines if a D1tcm is operational or not. The usage of subsy.._ems n_ay
al_ vary fwrn phue to phase and subs3_e_ supporUnf those services raa_ remain idle or may be switched
off. Furthermore. the duration of am) phase may be determinLqic or random. All these variations auq'ect the
system reliability, lot exit:pie, in an airplane system, landing gear and its as_ciated ¢omtl_l subeystems t:e
not required duriag cruising phase c_ exact anal x.-_is should not ignore such behaviors.
,C_metimes the effects of iudnvidua! phtses m_v be ignored in favor of simpler _na, ysis. }'or exan_ple, m clue
_1"landing gear exlm_ple, if th_ ftilure rate of landing gear is very ._nall for _di pha-,_s, counting the failure of
landing gear dusmg entire _ght may not affect result significantly. Ou the oqher hand iu another example.
m a space mi_n. the firsL phL._ (launch) I_ the mo0_ seve_ and use_ man}" components for a few nunutes
whose failure rat,._ are high. Usmg the high failure r_tes and ext,osure t_me eqund to the missi¢_n time for tho.e
comi>o_ent_ is guaranteed to result into useles_ Imti)_is
In approximate an_dyms, moet of the time onl) conservative _--;tlmates are made )_ldin_ the _rst case
unreliability of the system One adverse e_ct of this is that the s._s_.m._ ma,v be ovrr-_igned A more accurate
analy_s avoid_ thm. in particuisr where there may be wide _riatiotm m the paramewrs and s.vs_n configuration
from phas_ to phi. Ifone l_,&_ee.wperi,,n_,_ much more stres_ than others tber.itm n_-x_ry to a_co,mt for
such elTect_ properly. Diffe_nt mlpects of phased-uLrich analym$ are dmcumed b> se_r_d researchers 15,'.- i12].
.._ ph_d-ml._ion sy._tern can be ann}yard :_rcurately using Murko_ method_. Howe_er that suffers from
statt,-_p_'e ex'plo=ion and i.t exl_nsive in time In :12!. the authot_ pre*_nted a methodology to analyze non-
repairable phased-raison s._tem._ in which fxilu_ tater, configuration and success criteria may vn_.. bo_ phase
t_ pha_,. Mar,over the _ucce_ criteria can be spt_ified using fault trees or an _uivaknt representJltion. A
majority of s_'_tems can be repre_nted using fault trees. ]hey loire the s.v_tcm withOUt ge_rnting a Msrkov
chain. Pha_'_ are h_lled one at _ time re, compute the oterld] unre/iabii:ty of t_e oolite am, ion Thm technique
tt computatior_ldly J_ ewi_nslve AS a lr_qnlit. I_tl'g_ _,.'_ems cl_ be managed
|l .........
It is pouible that durin$ loan mix_ion_, repairs are carried out on components or sul_ystenm to increase
the Life of s}_tem. For example, in a king mam_,d space mission, failed components will be repaired and mus_
be npproptiat, ely n¢counted for in the anal._. The form of repair may raft. For _araple, a system may be
completeh- replaced hy another _w ffstem or only maintenance check. _ L,-.,y be carried out and subs)_tema lu_
repwred in the conventional ,_n,_e. Markov imidy.si._ techniques can be _ bat. as stated earher, ma) require to
manage huge state spacr and computation time. We ex'.end the methodolo_ of[121 in this paper significantly by
inclu_hng repairs of independent, componems. W¢ reqmre that the s._-_tem gucce_ criteria is dependent only on
the state of individual component and as long as the success criteria is saxisf_d, th_ phue remains operational.
The r_ult_ of this pal>e: Lilows ansi.x-As of large _-stem.s with ¢omponen" repairs efficiently. In the dcse.tipx_>ns
bek_'_ we will assume that a reader is _ncrally f_mihar wxth M_rkov ch_in-bs._,d analysis. _e will xls¢ It to
de_aribe certain situations b,t will p_pcee a methodology which does not exp_citJy ge_netatq' the s_u_ space.
in all of this work, phase tranmtions are s.,.sumed to be insLantaaeous and no _ or gmn is assumed in the
probability of any particular stat_, u, Markov chain Homelier, d_ to change in ._uceess criteria, some ope_ional
stat_ ma._ be seen a.x failure ._tes in the .ext ph_e and are treated u ha_at f_ilures for analysis. For exLmple.
if the lauding gear dex_lOl_ a problem during cruising, the tlqp'_xwill continue i_ air but the list phase, landing.
may not be succe_mful Thus the iaadu_ gear f_ilure m latent, if the f_u!ed landing _ar can be _epaired durlug
the flight, then the" effect cam be accounted for in the analys_.
_X_ pre_nt some related work in the next unction Then we describe some concepts which we will u_
thtoughc.:t the pape:. Following tb_x w_ present hsadlia_ of repairabl_ systems and our methodololD" to manage
computation ef_ciently. We pre_.-,t a few examples sad demonstrate the effecti_enesa of our work. in Ill ,:uses.
the r_ults are compared with EHARP [10] resuhs which compute unrehability _f pl',ased mission s_.'_em correctly
it follows _t_te-to-s;atc mapping from ph&_ to phase
2 Related Work
Famvy and _i_tuns [5] d:_u_._ analysis of mult,ple confiKurstion qy_,ms during different phase_ of a mitmion
u_ing reliabilit_ bl_'k diagram { RBD} F_,z ph_e p emch component is rspresen_,_] by a _nes of a block._, on_
corrt_l_nding to each phue :_arcm$ with ph_e 1 to phue p. All phu,_ RBL_ iwe conno:t_l in series and
solution of thi_ RBD correctly pt_hcts the reliability of the three ph_._e s_s_em This re, urns in a I_rg_ RBI) and
failur_ of components cannot _ accounted fen. Peda_ amd _C_rma [6] enhanced this technique _o _'stematically
cancel o.t the common events in earlier ph_x,_ which an, nccount_l for in later pha_e_ in the RBDs. We till user
Esar)' ,u:d Ziehm_ ._ ropr_sentatio_ for compoucnt. ,n various pha_.s for _l._s but perform the computat,on
differently
Alan and AI-SaU_ [7] u_ .M_k_" chain and Smotherm_ et _1. [9] u_ a non-homo_em_c, us Markov model
to include phase chmn4_es in the model. The Mmrkov chain in both cues can be very huge. it should be pointed
out that tl_ latter t_hnique allows the most accurate analysis d phue chuKes are not mqn_oth. However, this
requires I_l_ mv_ount of stoeage ,'rod corr,putatSon time to ,olw a _'$tem, thus limiting the type of sx'_em that
can be analyl_l. Somani el. st. _10! prmeut_l a computationstly eff_ient method ro anMyze multi-phawd
_em_ and a new software tool for reliabitity smalv_s of _ch systems. A .system with variable configuration
and su¢cem criteria resuh_ i_ different Msrkov chains for differ_tt phi. Instead of 8eneratins and solving
,n over,/I Markov chziu, the advocate seneratiu_ ud _olvins separate M_kov cl_zx, for individual pha._s.
The _ariat_n in ,ucc_* cmeria and chau_ in system con6_urat:on from phase to phase are accommodated by
providin 4 u efficient mappi_ procedure at the trusi_ion time from one phm_e to another. While aneJysing a
phase, only the states relevant to _bat phase, mr_ constricted. Thus each individual Mmrkcw chain is much _no_lte:,
Using a similar approach, l)ugan i8_ suggemcd another method in which a single Maskov chain with s_ate
space equal to the umcm of the ._ate spaces of the individual phz, e, i_ generated. The traamtio_ rates are
pm'm_neteris_l with phase number_ _nd the Markox" chain is ,olved/_ times for p phases. However. the f_ilure
criteria m also the union cf all pha.we failure criteria as any failed state in any pha_e i_ cousadered failed state for
the whole system. Thus. the scheme is only applicable is the succe_ criteria do_ nc_ rbxnge o_ xb¢ phi.
3 Distribution Functions with at Origin
As in [12]. we will use the concept of cumulative distribution functions witl_, mm_ aX the origin in our wo?k
Consider a ramdom x_riad_l_ .l" with rumulativ_ di_tributi,_ function _n by
F;,'(t) ffi (1 - e'*r') + e-_r*ql - e-x').
Thi* functmn ha_ a mass at the origin gi_.n by PIX = 0: = (1 -e -_T, ) . The .*¢c_nd term represents the
cm_inuou_ part of the distribution function
In aeck'r _ illustrate, the use of such a CDF. consider a component with a _n._ta_t failure rate of ,_ that
is u'_,d m • phm_l miseiou system Assume that the system has just completed one phe._" of duration 7"I and
is rum'ntly in the second phm*e. The abo_*e CDF can be mmisncd ,s the fail_re probability distribution of
the compo_nt in the *e¢ond ph_m,e. The fir.qt term in the ab0_r exprcsmou re.pre,¢n_s the probability that the
componem, hu stread)" f_iled in the firm pb._._e The second tem_ r_pr_¢nt, _e failure proEmbility distrih:_k_n
for thie compaeent for the eecond pha_. The time ort_u for the second phue is winit:ah_..d to the be_nning
oil"the phase. We will ume such distribution functiora to repre,em failure protmbiliti¢_ of indi%idua_ components
dunull dd_etent phMes.
3.1 Component Model with Repairs
The model dmPcribed abo_r can be extended to imclude repair for a component. Let .X"be a component who_
failure and repair rates in phase p a_e den_ed by ,_xv and _xr. respectively. Failure and repair times an.
assun_-d to follow exponential distribution. We define
. p_ pG,,IA p
where t is the "_imeafter the system entered the pha,_ p. We can compute pan, abilities of cc_rnpone_at.X being
Ol_ratioual (up) or m_'_-operatioul (fa/ledi _' sols'ing a two sta_e Markov china for the component. At the
beginning ofa pha.qe a compoaeu_ max be in an operational or fmled gate With either oftbe initial gates, the
component may be opera_ional or failed at the end of the pha_ due to faglune and _pa/rs mvolxx_l during that
phazae.To compute th. probabilities, for a component to be operational or failed at the end of the phase, we need
to compute the probabilities of all the four possible ca._'s.
We _'ill _o/tow a 4 character su_x with probabilstm 1"be fh-st character is the name o( the component (i.e
X. Y ) The so<and character is u for up or .f for failed and usa_,tociated with the starting state of i,hal component
in a phase. The third chattier is u or f as easlier it can al_o t_ e Kit refers to probability at the end of a phase
or a 6 if it refer_ to the probability at the besinmng o(a pha_,. The fourth characte: p m for pha_e number The
first ud the fourth characters _all change with components or pha._e number we are dealing with. If it is given
that '.he cotnpoaent X is up. then the probabilities that it wit! remain up ot failed after tinw t ha_ elapsed in
pila_" p are given bv
fx.,urH_ = axv(I) * 3A', • (I - oxr(t)) (2)
and
Px,.xr = (I - ox,(t)) • _l - 3x_) (3_
Similarly if i_ is lp_en that component .X"is failed, then the prob_,bdittes that it will remain up or fauled are given
b._
Px!.r = -_xr * _i -Oxr(t}) (4t
and
_x J._r : i - _qx_• ( l - axiS'.,|. (5t
if the probabilities :hat component .X is inlsiall.v up _d fai!ed at the bel_inning of the pha_, _r are J_._,,r and
Px:_. • respectively, then the prohabiliti_ that the com_,onent i, up or failed after time t h_ ,lalu_d m phase 1.
are given b_
Pxu,_'l) " PX,tl. * lPX'uop/t'l "_"PX._tr * Pxt,rl f ) ((_)
and
Px!,p(t) = Px,_, * ex,_,p(t) + ex :,_ • PX S:r(t). (7)
The overall oqp©ralional and failed state probabilities for a component can be evaluated at the cad of phase p by
substituting t = Tp in the the abcveexpress_,as. The)" include the mass at the ori$in {the initial up or failed state
l_abilities), Tr is the duration of phase p. For example, suppose for a coxnpoa¢-! X in phase 1. if#xi = 9*Axl.
TI = l0 hrs, and FxI and Axt are eh(:_n so thai ax-(10) = 0.9. _{xl = 0.9. Then, px,_,: = 0.99, px,,,,x = 0.01,
px/.,t = 0.09, avgl Pxg.,_ -- 0.91. if P_',#l -- 1.0 and px:+_ - 0.0. then PxL,. - 0.99 ,rod Pxl,: -- 0.01.
If, on the olher hand. PX,_l = 0.99 ind Px,'_; = 0.01. then Px_,,: = 0.._. • 0.99 -+ 0.01 • 0.09 = 0.981 and
Px!+x = 0._-0.0! +0.01 • O._l = 0.019.
4 Phased-Mission and Component Repairs
la anll.rsis o/"reliable system when t system ¢nt_rs a failure state during a phL_¢, t_ entit_ m/s_ion is considered
to have failed. So the uext phase onl) t,egin+, if the system remaim operational during all previous phases+ If the
componemt_ are not rclmired, the suc¢css or failure of s.x_tem depcn_ on the eumulatis-e operatic_nal probabilities
and suct'e_ criteria defined by the ¢vmbinatio_ d slates of opertlionad ¢ompooents. In such ca.,_es, as shown in
ii0]-!12], oa¢ can compute the success probability of the whole mi_iou
No_ic¢ thai a system state may be considered as a failed s_a_ in pha._e p but may be a succ¢_ state in the
next phase due to a less string_mt tmccess erite._a. [his is acceptable behavior even in reliab]_ D_tems In such
cm_.s, all state occupttiolt pl_bahilittcs (SOPs) _ceumulated in such states up to only phase p are con._idered
to be ¢ontnbutin$ towm'd_ failure of missxon Thereafter the) m'¢ ¢oam_dered a, par! of success. This is key Io
correct anM)sis of a phued-mtssnon s)_tem and is implemented in EHARP.
in ce_a_n si:uat_ons hc,_-_,_,r, it ,s l_o_ihl_ to design _'_tern_ that mc]_de repairs to keep reliability high.
For example, in a Ion s mision, to improve reliability and performance, it m._,y be advi_hle and u_'emar._ to
carry out repairs on s)_tem during operal,on of sys/em. Since in diCe,rent phas_ suet'e_ _rireriM vaD'. _dl of the
components may not be used hi all phues When ce.ttt.in compox'le_ts are not required fop the s)'_tel_ o_ration.
they may be repaired and emp]o)ed ttoun in the feliowin_ phues. The repairs are to remam m re_wly slate for
future phL_,es, in ph_._es when _pmir_ are carried out, the _)'._em slatu._ is not affected h)" the components u_d_r
repairs. In M_rkov chain r_resenlstiotx thi.,, impli_ tha: the _,pai, trans_tion_ _ f_om failed state_ to failed
stales Ol operation statl'l It.'+vl)¢rati_ statull ]111 SUCh ca4Rs, _ can compute reliability ynor_ effick.nlly u.+ing
the _q_pmach ,4 sKi+ paper.
For example ¢,msider two com_0nents. A and B. system which ,_¢ u,,<'d _hernately iu tw_ cotm¢¢uLive phues.
Bothcomponents ¢_a fml in eitJler ph_ but only the compoeeat not in use in a pha._ _nly undergoes reliCS
i_ that phase. 1he s._.,,temoperational and failed states for the two ph_e_ a_ .,_own in Figure 1.
,a)A m_ mt s._gem
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f_urc I.A two co.,npon_nt s)_tem •nd itsfaul_ st•tes
In a r_p,'d,-able _._tem. it is ubo pc_le that the s)_tem ma._ end: from a fa_|ed state to a suecetw _a_
within the same phase. S, nce the succe_ criteria is .,T.t,cift_l using combinatorial methods, t_is will happen i/the
system up or failed state depends on a compon_.ct which is also being rei_airt_d in that phase. In such cactus, tree
of combinatorial methods oaly will not allow us to pay t= attentio_ to the fact the system may trans/t _rou_
the fulled _ate_. One iml:_rtamt consideration here is thai rnu_ such traueetkme be adlo_d in the same pbm, e"
Strictly spe_k'inS, for critical operation system, once a Lvstem failure has o<¢urred, it ts catutroT, bi¢ and must
be treated a._ such. This is. therefow., ohvic_sly not allowed tot reliable system u they arc considle_..-_df_led once
the _ystem enters a fluk, d state. In that case, the :e_hmqu¢ ,_f thi_ paper cannot be applied as the re,item does
no_ n, main symmelric. Such D'tt_m.q can only be _olved usa$ the tcchmq_es de_ibed in [T. 9. If_ and the toola
such as EHARP.
There are man)" o_her sce,ari_ where the techniques de_xqcped in this paper wili apply In th_s p_q_er u_e are
a_uming that component rcl,a_rs are ,,dependent of s)xr_ ._•t,,s gad •_ carried out bL_-d on the component
state, only. the _ccess criteria ma._ be. ouch tLat this do_ _ impac! :he n_.u|Ls. If only those components
arc repaired th•l a_ not participatmg in the operation c4 a sy,_teva in that pha_e tbeu the success criteria
automatically sati._ie_ the rcqu_remen_ for correct _nal)si._ This is the case in the _•mph of Figure 1.1"his
because the up or failed state of such ¢x_mpouents would nc_t affect th,,"analysis as the) do not a_bct the succe_
or,atria. Alwma_ivel)', if the approach for suct'css _ that "all _s well if,he end is _II." then also this anal._is can
be reed What we mean by th_ m that it it is the s.sst,,m sta'¢ at the end of • phase that count_ autd ttan_,ient
otat,_ durin_ the opera, on do not ,hatter ((,r do not matter "much'). then this technique can be u_ed
Anotherqtk,st,ion that arises is £hat ta.n one start the next ph&_e or not in • state where the system is
c_u_dered failed _Few reliability taal_s, the obvious answer is no u tee system has alr_dy failed. But in some
ana))zis, like per_ormabili_, or as'ailabili W, this m c_b_iously at_'eptahle Them handling of such states depends on
the sDxem deftmtiot_. ][his is Qpen to inteq:m, tation. For a_ailability and perfo4rr_ahility and)_sis, if a particular
phase ma._ fail in a 10qurticulas combiuatiol_, that colnbiaatioo may be considered furtker a.s the sy_em may
ret'o_r from it due to repairs, in .such case_, it ts pok_ble, that the next phase can begin, e,_en if the system is
tn a faded state uace it is passible that the s)+tent. I_rought back up m am operational state. So. in es_-nce we
may be more mtere_ted in the avmlabilit._ of a .,._._t4emduurmg a particular phas_ ,nd not _rliability according
to definition of reliability. ]'he availability then can be u.,ed to compare ,_ performabilit) of the system. [his
anal)_is is beyond the scope of this pop_r and is m_bjc<t of our further research
4.1 Examples Used in the Paper
"fo describe and _ow the effectix_ene_ of the work here. we w_.ll use the foliow:n g th:e_ examining
Example 1. Our fir_ example L¢the the one described era'lint <_ a two c_)mponents A and B. s)_tem tha:
can be tepre_.nt_ using four states in a Markov chain as show_, _z_[:isure 1. One component L, r_p_ired while
the other is used for the _-stem operation. "[hue failure and success of system depend_ on the component bes,_g
used. :rhm may correspond to a factory floor where two machines are alternately used while other goes through
its repair (or maintenance) cycle _nd is repaired as needed to bring st up to the full) operati_nul .,hate. We will
consider a four phased t_tem with different parameters and phat_, durations
Example 2, The second example is of t slightly big_er system where we ha_ mote _cq_e to sF,ow changes
in s._tcm configuration tha_ lead to _'stem failure and _ucce_ tad finer points of the complexity _vel_x,d in
mnal.v_is This _ern c,3osm_ of three component, A B. 8nd C. One of these components may be repaxred xn
a phase while the other two lure used in a p|sase in some comb_,nat|on._. The system remaim, operatio,_al as long
ms the ._eeiEed se¢cess criteria is satisfied The success criteria for each of the th_ phau_.s i_ expreseed umng
fault tre_. E_h time s,e u_ tw_ coml_nent_ _nd depending or, the requirement._ we m_y require both or arty
one of them operatic_nal. The failure rates cM three component, are _,. _,_. _d "_e. respectively, and these are
tlefu_ed for each phase separatel). The repa;: rates for the_e parameter_ are #,, #t. and p.. respectively. Two
[_ticxtl_ur configuration tm_ • *wo out o( the three component _te shown in lrisu:e 2a
A Markov chain for _ the. ,mponent s3_tem with all _epait _rcs is a_soshown in Fifure 2b In ti,e .Marko_
chain _present_tton. a 3-tuple repret_.'ats a ,tare indtcatit_g the status of the three comp<_atmtt respecti_el). A
"l" represents thm the corresponding component is ali_'e and a "0" _epreee_tt that the component hu f_k.,4 l'or
,_ V x v
_-T_'.._,_._, _**_v,_-_-" Mmkov Omia for a three _mpenem s_stemwilhrepairs
F_ure 2: _al ]'w_ _'_nfi_razion of a th_e component s_,'_temand (b_ the Markov chain _t.h all fmlure au_
_pair arcs,
example., a state (10l) implie_ that component B has fmled and the other tw_ compon, nts are alixe. A transition
from one state zo anoz.her slate has a rate L_ociat_ with it which is the failure rate of the comp<ment that fails
or repair rate of the component that _s repaired. For example, a ttusitton from slate (011._ to s_Te (010) ha_ a
transition rate of A,. States marked F are failure states. Stmilarly, _ transition from agate tOlO) to state (011_
has a tramitiou rat_ of _:.
Depending on m_ccessrxiterla and system parameters, only some of these states _'di be successstares in each
pha._-. Some of the arcs may has_ 0 raze ,sao_iated with them or the._ ,nay not exist F_r example, if a repair
is not actis_, the corresponding art may be dropped We will u._ several :ombinaticm of two possible succem
criterias in a three phase s).'stem. In each of these c_. one of the con'.pouea',s will no'_ be used in each phase
and will be repaired. The component paran'.eter_ and phase duralion may vary.
x Y z x ¥ z x Y z
Figu_ 3. (a _,Three ¢onfigurati_._n of a rhr_, component sy_¢m.
i_xmuapl, 3. For our third exampk, wc will u_ "all is wet', if the end is well approach " _*,'e will u._ the,
same three component s._stem of Example 2 but will u.q_ all three components m each pha._e The thr_ phas,
c_qdi_uratioa, to be u_d are shown m Figure 3 The component, are also rtpaired in each pha._ As long a_ a
phase termmates satis/'ying the succ,_ss criteria We will co, pare the results with the c_e when repair arcs m
txor allowed from the faik, d state (snal x.-_/_perf_4 using EBARP) and to notice the inaccuracies incurred m
_putaUon.
5 Phased-Mission Analysis
Suppose we are given the failure, and repair rates for each component for each phase and the success criterxa
for each pha._. The ¢_mpom'nl faihm- _nd repaiY r_te_ may be phase dependent. We _ume that the phase
c]urari,'ms are ckttrminisric.
1o account for phL_-depe_.del_t failure and repair rate_, v_ ,is_ tbe component model for failure and succes_
distributtoa _ith mts_ at origm f_¢ catch compoaect _ de$crtl ed in Section 5.1. We compute the distribution of
failure for each component for each phase usmg the missal I,begianing of thai phase) up and failed probabilities
a_l failure and repair rates for that phase. 11he f*i!ure disxributio_ function is described ia Equation 7. In thez¢
time t _ n_Mured from the begm_xug of phm_e p so that 0 < t < Tp. 1_, represents the duration of phase p. Th,_
expr_s_n ts in recunive form and can be further .qmplified by _ubetituLing Px.l_ = Px,:t_-l..(Tv-,) (the finaJ
_ldues for pheue p- I as the imt:_ vllue_ for phaee p). But we prefer tQ iea_e the expressions for each phakqe
as they are in the _¢ursive form a.* we need lndixidual phase compouen_ xn QL:r computaUon to combine the
re_suhs for tJI phases together
Notice that a component may be up or failed in any phase with the distri,_utions described |t: Equattons
and 7 irrespective of its stat_s in be previoue ph_ due Io failure and repairs of tha_ comp_r, ent in th_.t phase
This is in o0_n_rsm to non-reparable s.vstetn where a compo_wt_t can he up only if _t is up at the beginning of
the pha_,e.
If the fmlure and rep_ur rates are Me-dependent th,_n one would ha_'e to ccamider time as a g|ob_l p_&nneters.
i.e., time stats _ith the belptmin s of a mission and phase p sluts at time CYv_ : = _r-_ Tt tnd §nishes at
CT_, -_ _"_=: _ The probabilitie_ P_,,,r, Pz_,.,_ P_!,_. a_d P_:/y are calculated u_ing t singk, component
rnod_l where both failure and repair rates _re function of _ime The resu._t_tg compomen! behavior is represented
vming a mot_ complicated non-homogeneous M_ltov chain for which approptaate differemtial equation_ can be
ea,xily devc|o_ed. However, solution of there equatiotxs doe_ not have a closed form solution for [ener_,l is(f}
_md X(t) It4]. In specific cas_s when _._r,(t) -- 0 and ordy fl_lu_ rate Ajry(f_ ts a .*unction of time, we can
- -_c_compute P_'_r = O.C.p_./_ = 1.0.Pr_ = I • J_' _x,,,_- T, xxv_._.
- ," and PZu._ = e ,-' . The text of
the comptstation remams t._w same
I - -
5.1 Management of Phase-Dependent Success Criteria
The succet_ criteria in different phr_,_e_may be different for a variety of rea_,ons including (i) not all component6
are u._ed m all phL_. (ii) the expected performance out of individual components may be diferent in difTerent
phase_, itiit individual _bs_etems ms? be dropped _r included m the s.vsten_. (iv} the dropped _not used)
subs.vulcan may be repaired, and (v) _l_itional redundancy may be p.-ovided or redundancy I,veL_ may be
reduced for certain tasks.
Dl:e to a d_aage in suc<Y_ criteria and repairs, it is possible that sozr_ con,bmatiou of failtucs of cornponent.,c
in one pha.qe leads to fLilure c4" the s_em whert_ the nine combination does not lead to fai]ur,- in some other
pha_e The E)llowing five _enanos arise tit computation at the time of pha_e transition from phme r t(_ phase
p + 1. The first four of thes_ axe the s_ane as de_tibed in il2i for non.repairable s._tem.
t. A ¢ombinat_n of ¢omponem faihure_ ¢toe_ not lead to s_-tem failure in both pha.*_ p and p - 1
2. A combination of componen t fa:lure_ leads to system failure m both phL_,5 p and p -.- 1.
3. A combinat,on of _mponenr failur_ does not lead to s._tem fa, luro in pha._r p but leads _o system fs_lute
m pha.qe p + !.
4. A combination of component fa)htrcs le, ds to s)_. tern faih_re in phL_e p but not in pha._ p + I
_. Due to repair the system m a fatled ._tate ms3 iron,it INt,-k to a up state
]l_e mechanism to compute unreh_d_tlit_ of s _'stem at time f. whose behavior is described usin_ fault tre_
for difl'etent phmes, i._ to contpute the probabilitie_ of t]l events at time t luac_then e_ua',e the fault tree usi_,g
thc_e event probabilities The e_'enu here are w_e_her components are up or faale_l. We already ha%_ described
m,Yh_nlsrn to comput,: the e_,m probal:ilitte_ at urn- t m Section 3._ ['sing thd: we can e_duate the fault tre¢
apphcable st ti:net.
The firsthree csseslistedabove d:rec#!ycon¢ibute._t<,ward._unreliabilityor reha_dit.vand an" taken car_
tl_propriately by a fault ire,- ex_uation. Fault tree for a ph_. include f_lure co|nbina_|ons which remain
common msll pbues and th('_ comF.inat_ons whic|t are considers _._ success earlier but are treated u failure
m the current pha_. Such combinations can be ttea;ed &_ failure combinations ove_ _] pha_ a_ the s?ltem
eventual]? failsin phase where this combi_tatton ie_ds _o sy.qem failure.These ate referred to lu_ latent fadure._
m [11] Hen_ applying the failure c:it#ria of the ¢urr_nt ph_e_ to previor,.c phs._es is correct aa_d appropriate
The unreliability can i_ evsl_Jate<t Fy ,val:_atin$ the fauh :rue fo_ current ph&_-.
However, in order _o compute c,'_rte_'t unrehahiJlt). _e must compu,.e the probability _ the system t,eln$ in
filled _txte m an._ phase. The fault tree evaluation fcr thr current pha_ does not include the last two cases
|fa system slate ts a failed state up to phLqe p and then. it is a up state, the probability accumulated in that
s_te up to the end of ptaase p murat he counted toward._ unreliabilily. Such failure oomb_nat_.nns can be identified
ush_g ph&_e algebra as described in [121.
The omly additional compiicat_ now is due to repa_rs a_ hsted in c&_ .5 _¥e need to iden*tfy the probability
lhat is once a,_o¢iated with a fa_led state in a previous pht_e but now t., been associated with a succe_ state.
A s:ralghtforwaed e_lduatiou of fauh tree a._ociates ._tch probahililie_ with mic_nL'_ stmes that let counted as
reliabililv. We need to identify probabililies. Thi_ can be done hy extending th_ pha_ algebra.
Notice that even if the suec_,s._ criteria rem,_ins the last scenario mu_ s,'ili he anMy'zed and ace _uated for.
AL*,o notice that _n m_t c._.*,e_we _s_13me that _he com;_onems being repaired ate tho_. which are not being
required for system oper,_i_ in TF.At phase "lherefore the succes_ cr_te/i_ will not r,-main same o_r all phases
In n ,M_rkov chain.ba._l .xn_ysm. i1 t_ easier to keep track of tF_e system stales, amd therefore change in
-'_'_*m success criteria could be ea.sdy accoun',ed for. However. m :he csse of a fault tree. this change n*ed._ to
accounted for b._ considerm$ rinse combinations, when the s._s'et:i may o¢ may not fail at the time of a ph&_e
*..rtnsition.
Thu._, our methodololO" con.qs_ of the fo_]o_rin 8 ste_. _;e divide th_ sys:_m unrehabduy of a ph_ed mi._i,',n
s3_em into thre_, p_ts: (i; common failure coml_ina_ons, (i1| ph_e faihn_ comhmatwes and (iii) .'eratr to
seucc't_ comhinationx. Common fa_!ure _w_btna:_ns axe specified hy the fault tree dc'_'t:ption of :he current
phase. Phase fmlure combinations and reissue to euccess com'_inat_on._are identified usxng the f,ha._e algebra.
"fhese Lncludes all these factors which describe fmlure at previous phLtcs b_t are no: considered as failure now
-_w those fl_s which occurred from f_i;ed comhmations to success t_dn_tions
5.2 Phase Failure and Repair to Success Combinations
1o determine phase failure sad repair to _cce_s corr.bina.'ions fcr a phat, e ;, in a P pha.,e .,._ste:n. we u._ the
_l'oU_ving procedure L_.t 1;, be the Bo_an logw expre_om Sl._eciiyii:g the failure combinations fo_ pha._ l0
Then p_as,e failure rornbina*ions wh_eh are treated m_ *u.'ee_ com_ir.attor.s fo_ Ill the _utm_uent phases and
a'epair t_ success combinations for phase ;,, combmel_ _e_0ted ae {PI'CrL are g_n by
r,rc, = (.. ^ ^ .,
iln the al_, exp_ion _, in¢iud, onl) thc.w combinations w_.ich are failure eombina_as in phue p but are
fmlure comb_uation_ m any of the subeequent pha,,_s. Th_s expression can he simpli_l as
Pro';= E_ .,,(F._., v...v Ee).
The form of _he expresHon are the ssmc _ thai is _tven -n [12! Reader who _._famihar _ith tbe work in
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[12] should be careful while reading the seclion a* _hete are a few ditference_ f_r the algebra here from the one
described in [12] The rules for manipulating expression are ditfereut t',_ account for repairs, in fact. they. are
_me as applicable foa Boolean algebra ud the special treatment for non-_'pairable s_._ems as m I12_ m not
reqmred u,, more Also, the computation O"p_obsbility requires further attention.
5.3 Phase Algebra
Let F --. 1 mesa that compL_ent .Y ha.x t'auled Then z = 0 impiie_ that ¢,-mpor_,nt .l" has failed and z = l
means that component .l" i_ operational l.'s_a s this notation for the s}_tem described in Figure I. there is only
one po_ihle configm'at_ but the componsn_ u.,_-d m a phase changes from phase to phase. [hus. the follow',ng
Boolean exp_'_,_on describe the fai!ute for any pha_ Also the compc_ent not _e_ng _ in a p]a_.e is mumed
to be repaired.
.<E',X) :
Similarly foe the sy_t,'m described in Figure 2 tl_ f_llo_'m8 Boolean expres._,_ns describe the failure combi-
nations for pha_ using OR or AND ,:onfigurattous
.4.V DE_ .X . Y ) : ]_
Notice that oY ud ]" are only parameters here and _'_i be replaced by .4 B. or C" depending on the u_
of componeut_ It should also be noted that e_ett IF den_es the fmlure of component X in that phase oely.
Thus for each phase, we need to define a separate symbol for each componect "l'l_s m w_" similar _o Fa_ary
and Ziebms notation where they haw a _eparate symbol denoting f_ulurc of a component m each I_aSe Le_
:_ --- 1 denote the event that comlr_nent .X"ts cpersUona_ d_ring pl_ p Th_s i._ irrc_pect_xx- of the status of
that component in an._ ptev_ux pha_ _,ith th_s addition, tl_ Boolean expre_ion foe phase p for system I is
given by the fo||o_'ing
sG .x)
Similarly the expre_sion_ for system 2 b_ome
_d
respectively
Using the abo_ t_o phases,i¢ispo_ihle that a system may b_ have _ND ronfiguratioainpha._ep folkmed
by .4_h;Dor OR conf_uratiouinphasep_ IorOR coufiSmatioam pha,ep followedby A;VD or OR configuration
iu phase p + 1. The four ;uxtsible cornhiDa:ions PFCs for phase p assuming that phase p-,. I is the last phase.
components X and Y are used in pha_ p, end ¢ompot_ents Y and Z are used in phase p-i- 1 are gi,_n in Equation
.q
t,
PFCAX D(X. Y_ORO" Z)r+l
PFCA.V DLX. Y)rA?t'I_Y. Z)_+n
PFCOR{ A'. Y)vOR_ _. ,Z.lv.',
PFCOR(X. VbA._'DO. Zb+. = + W!tlC;T. = (rp +g_(_+_ + h.+')
(8_
IYhen the exvr_on for PF(." r m ._imp!ified. regular Boolean algebra rules can be applied. For this purpose.
if p and q are two phases, then r r and x, must be created as separate variables The normal Boolean algebra
rules such as z v _; -- z r _ _ -- _, _ :_ -- 0, and their dual apply. Any product terms involving r r or x s
or their complemenut mu_t be reteaned as it,
An exprt_uon _uch as zelr_( means that component A" Is operartona] at the end of phase p but fails by _he
time pha_e V is finished On the other hand. an expre_oa like _ :_ _mplies that component A" ts fnuled at the
ead of ph_:,e _, but is operational at the end of phase q due to rel_atr carried out dur!n_ the proce_. Thes, if
f = V - I (two coueecutix'e phases), the_ p:obability P(z;,_'_(I l_ g:_en by Pxs,vPx.:_ sad probabdlity P_,'_zv)
u given by P_,trP_l_,¢. Othe,- combinations are e_luated in a similar fashion If n_ repair is carried out then
Pal,,, = 0.0
5.4 System Unreliability
Using the phase success ctiterias for different phases and phase alltx'b_a we co_pute the system unrehability as
follows For a P phasc s).'seern, we first compu_ the PFCr's for all phases a_aatmmg P _ the last pha._e. Then
the s)_tem unteli, hility ts II_n by
P-:
d.'R-- P(Epi + _ P(Pr('_!
where P(Ep) is thc probability ol failure e_'alu_ted min_ the fault tree Ep of phase P {the last phase) and the
failuar_ distribution funtt_.'_a calculated for each compoaeut as described in ,%¢tion 3. P(PFC r) is the probability
of pha_, faihme combinations for phM¢ p
laterpr_taeion of i_oleoJa lr,xpretsioas While computing probabilities of PYCt's, deri_l abow we ma,_
eacouater exprea_io_ like t,_z_r_ _¥ha! it means m that we are looking for probability of a comb/nation of
e_ent_ _lJe_e Compoaem X remain, op_atioaal ul_ to the end _,f ;,hate 1. lamb b) the tnme phase 2 ¢md_, but ia
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operationad ag,,in by the end of phase 4. and then fails bv the time phMe 5 flm.*J_es. The following tree is useful
explaining how to compute the probability of this combination of event._ for ¢x_mponent X.
//
/
5
U D U D U D U D U DU D U D U D
l"tgure 4 A t-omponent up/fai! tree o_'_ muhiple pha.*es
In the tree if we usunw that the root at |e_el I is r_pre_nling an event that component ._/ m up at the end
of pht_e ! (ther_ ts certain probability zmc'_iated wzth it), then the left child (at level 2) tt relpZ_.entm$ that
at is up at ti_ end _f phase 2 ud the right child (at level 2) is reproonting that it m failed We can compute
the ptobabilit.i¢_ of these e_nts sting expres_ns fc,r Px,,= and Px',l_ from pha.qe 2 par,_rneters Szmilar
mterp_tattolz exists for chddren of level 2 ,odes from phase 2 to phase 3 m th_ component stab- changes. To
$o from Component X ha_ fmled af the end of phue 2 t_, the state that it is operational al the end of ph_ 4.
there arc two mute,, ie.. _ -- l_ -- z4 and _ -- :_ -- z4 We nee<! t_ ¢¢wnpute the probabilitiet of both p,tths
and then add them up to 8zrt_e at the pro_abiliLv drom.,_ination lr_z4
We me) encounter any combination of such e_ents for a composure but it should be obvtou._ that such
computatio_ are requured to be done for each component and no! for $)Jlem slates. For a component, if tberc
p phases, then there at mo.,_ .'_÷: _lu,,_ which wx, need to store. In an .V compo_en_ system, thi, trneunt._
to N_ +_ _due_ On the r_th¢r hand tn a system _t',h ,Y components, there could be up to 2 'v statue tz_ we,
have to zaal.v-_ then, f¢.t IPpha_e_ _ we may be storinl[ up to ;,2"_"$tatt, s combination ]qormally. N >> p (will
not be the ¢a...e f_r example* in *he paper for tlw o_bvic,m reasons). Thus the technique here i, computat_ntll)
much more eff'wient then g_z_'ra, ing a state spac_ and cmnputmtz ,_$te occupation proba_,]itiet for th¢_- _at¢_
for each phil- Ip_n a di_tributtoz, fr_>m a prev_out phau' operation.
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5.5 C_mputing Transient Behavior
lu _ prc,'ious section, we outlined the mechanism to compute unreliability at the end of a mik_ion, that is. the
end ofxlw last phase. Sometime one may be interested in computing the un_liability behavior during all phases
This means _e need to compute unreliability f_ eaclt phase as a function of time. It turns out that thi_ i._ net
expensi_e aud cau be easily accoum_odated in ou= methodolvgy as the PFC6 calculation is tecursive.
Recall that PFCs fvr a phase are computed _s
PrO, = Er ^, (E,+, v ... v Ee}
AIs¢ the uu_eliabilit.v at the end of t minion is computed using the express;on
F-!
('R= P(E'pt + E P(PFC,).
p=!
[u a P phate .q.vstelZl. we <_¢fiU¢ PFCp "- Ep thel_ f_e uareliabiJitF for t P phe_e s._,_tem can be written as
P
(:R = _ P(PF(" e)
pal
The. to _mpuxe unreliability at the end of pha_e iP we need PFCI. PFC2..... PFCp _here the PFCs mu_
be calculated u.c,mg phase le at the last phi_e. We define PFC, r as the PFC cf phase i. i < p. x,,suming pha._
p am the last phlme. ]'hen the follox_-ml_ relation holds.
PFC,., = PFC, ,-i t,
The unreliability of the pch phase is compmed by using the followin! relation
?
URp = _, P_PFC, ,1
ltl
and lbe PFC,,r can be ¢ompuu.d tccu._ve!y uting the rcsult_ of PF(', r-: and Ep V¢itl_ 'his recursive relation
one ms) ¢ompule reliability of phase ?, tang .he result of phlLqe p - I
$.6 Latent Failures
It should aim be noticed that at the tranaitwn of a phlme, one may tee a upward._ ch,_nge m unr_babiht) value st
the phue tranutton time+ This happens if the next pha._ ha._ difl'erenl mlecess criteria than the current phue.
hi that ¢me it u_ poetibl¢ that that some of thc su¢c¢_ states in phMe i may be failed _tate_ in phu¢ i - 1 _,_e
_flme them u lanai falhtm a_ the _'s_m may fail as soon as the phase change occurs. For exlm_ple, in in
automobile system, on a freeway we may be ¢tumng at • fixed r4wed and we may not need tl_, bzake scbs)'_dem
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m • cas. But as ._0on _.. we hit • city limit, a phase change occurs amd if the brakes are. not fully functional, we
are likely to hit some other x_hicle, To compute unrebmbility inerea_ due to phase change from phase i to phase
i + l, we compute ['P_- Then. we compute ['R4. which ,s jlmt •_ the end of phase i and belgLnamg of phase
i+ 1. For this purpos.. _ raodify the succe_ criteria and it is now a logical sum of _e suc¢_'_ c, ite nL_ o%"ph_
i =rod i + 1 evaluated at the en_l of phL_ i using parameten of phase t %%'edefine this as L, = F.; + Et÷: with
E,÷_ specified u=in_$ component status at the end of phase i. PFC4_ =i.*o need to be reevaluated _ L, iastend of
E, for the phase i (for earlier phases.._ will Viii me E r and not l.,. for p < _).
We will demonstrate our methodology" a._ng the exam.pies deecribed abo_e m the following ruction
5.T Example Computations
In the first example, we use the t_o cccaponeut s)'stcm with four phases. In the fir_ phase, we reqmre component
A f_ og_eratioa (and therefore there is w., repair olt it s_¢ di._ussion abox_ in _¢_cuon 4! Compo_eat B has
associated with it both fmlure anti repa_ rate6 Then wc alternate between the use of componeat mid repair
rh= the ._ucc_ criteria.* for four ph_ are s_i_ by
E: = SE,(A}= _: _.2= SE2(B)=_: E,= SE_IA)=_5: E4=SE4.:B_ =_.
U.qng the abo_ information, at the pha._e changes from p to p _- I. there could be la_er,: failure (they are
in this system_ and to e_luate unreliability includmg phase ch_mge bounda:y, w_ will u._" L, ia==_.eadof E_ as
diseased above "]'he s.cce_ criteria with latent failure, is given by
L_ = 5E_(,4)-_ $E:(B) = _.-_..; L; = SE=(B)*.SF.,_IA) = _+_. L_ = .";EM.4}÷ S£'s(B} = a"j's.'=_ (10)
%%ewtum. that there is no phase ch&a_e after phL_e 4 Using this i.foYmatton we can compute PICt as follows.
PFC=: = (£: ]f_'_} = _b=
Pf'C=,. = (£_. _,_ = _,,,
PFC,, = ¢PFCts _ = _ha,b,
PFC:, = (PF('_ _._, =_=,b,
PFC_ = IE_ _.,i nigh4
Now to compute latent PI'C, (that it inrludlng latent ftilutes at the phase transition points) we ate the
same expr,wi_n, except that we _ed t3 L, i_ttead of E, and ohtaint_ the foliotinll LPFCs. Notice thai in the
t_-umve function, w_ continue t_ uu, PFC and L, is c*ly _ for the current lut ph_
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1able 1:
State I BPI
Pa:tor 1.000
II , 1.000
IO [0.000
I0 I0.000
State P_babi]ities an_
EPI BP2 ] EP2
1.000 ! 1.00_ 0.891
0.891 10891 0.891
o.o09 1 o.ooo o.o_
0.099 ' 0.00O 0.0O9
O.OOl i O.O00 O,OOl
i0.IC_10,109 .19_1
UnreliabLlit/_s fee a two _mponent t}'stem
l_P3 EP3 BP4 t[ I_,"_
I o.,1 I 0. l: ! o.8,
i 0.891 0.891 0.891 0 891
I 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 : 0.099 0000
0.000 [ 00_1 0.000 0.001
•2061 !_ 0.2_5071 0.29265203
0.099
0.009
0.3_.'k%_83
LPFC:_. = (El •7_:) = Ea2b_
LPFCz) = (PFC_=. Z'_) = _/'_o3_ (12)
Then the uarel:abiltt) •t the end of phase p and at the be_ti.D_ing of phase p -,- 1 L_ $1s_n by the foilow_.ng
expre_tons.
- P(E,)
113)
_r-_ P(LPFC,_I ÷ P(I. e)L_'P_ = ,...,=_
We ctxnputed namerical r_ul_ uur, s abo_e expce_om and paz_meten values whzch ate easy )o yetiS" h)
hand ¢omputatior.. We first used phue duratirms fo) each phase a_ 10 hours and value of fmlate and repair ratee
fo¢ both L_rnponeuts in such a was. th•z the facto) o at phase dtltattolt of I0 hoers is equal to 0.9. Also, J repmr
is applicable, then parameter d in all ph_ for applicable components is sdse 0.9 Using, these parameter _]ues.
we gel the _bs shown tn Table I. Here BP and EP stands foe beginning of ph_t,e and end ef phme tad we are
tahula_in!SOP fo_ e_h sta)e, reliabihly, and unrelmhihey _ we have a multiplieatian factc_r tatociated with
all column entries Idea is to be able to ek'arly see ,hat the re_lt., lure ¢o.-)eft "['he t_ulla _re obtained uamg
SRARPE [2] prt_ram where Pl_" expte_moas wew. hm_d ¢t',ded. EflARP [10]. and hand calcul•t,_._ the results
match in all cases to 9 mlp:ific_ d_gl(s. The multiplication f_to) only alpplie_ to SOP, •ad the unteliabiht3
_,lue_ a_ m they. ate lated
To 8ise • betle_ idea appreciation for results and ma,ch the results of thi,_ table to that obl_ined using
.Mekt_ chain tmd._u, tie M•rkov chains and r.he miami st•re occup•:ion probabilitie_ for four phaees
shown in F_m'e 5 Any t_ate occupatl¢_ probabihty not tb0wt_ t_ lero (that is the cam foe three mat_ om of
_ot_¢ hi eve_)' ph_e) "[we of the etale_ are fmlure states in each pham. One of the nmmnmg two mater he, rimer
• latent fa, lure state ]hus o:,ly one ttate i) otxq'at:oni state st the be|inning c_ each I_h_se
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Plmsel Ptmsc2
0.89_3
Pl_sc3 Phase4
Figure 5: M_kov Chaim f.._rfour phase_ with Xnitia] SOP._
Table 2: l:nrelisbilitie_ for a two _mponem
I (× I0 -() 0.909_,_000
2 (',:10 -() 0.99995000
l
6 (_10 "4)
7 ( × I0 -s)
3 ( _ I0 -s) 0.99950016
i
4 (_ 10 -a) 0.999-_0016 !
,_ (×10 -4) 0,9'99_000 t
k
0.99995000:
L
0.99950 16
I
i BP'2 EP2
8 ( × I0 "s}
I 1.63 I_.0_
i 199990001
1.09938_70
1.99_00133
i
1.0B315.M7
!.09993950
1.00948967
0.999._016 i 1.I)9939,_2_
_'stem tvarisbl, parameters)
2.09778703
2._550450
2.0fi299916
2.09977_J_2
BP3
3.26369553
3.9992{1011
2.19T_._275
|,
2.1 .o97.5_02
201796017
2.1975817T
EP3
4.26331917
4.99t_.75C21
3,1,_8_5
4.98752061
BP4
4.89314383
5.98_3505
3.1t_912734
3.2994555_
3.02M ! 268
3.2945_098
)
i EP4
5.894604_
I 6.99755057
4.29C7397_
6.975.5570T
4.29907563
4.02 ! 88_94
4.2_076_24
Ne.xt we used otJhev d_a xo c_mFute the mulL,. In dl cases the repmr rate if applicable _mmns to be
0.100/hour. In the first four cue_. we use f, ilure rate of each component ir_spe_tive of usage _ 000001/bour.
In the Is_t fcmr cases. ,_ u_ fadure rates d used c_mponent_ M 0 0000l/bour while thoee under )epai)
0 IX)0001/hour. The ph_me durations for ca.,m I. 2.5. and (_ are I0 hour* whsk. m .',tber four caeca. 3. 4.7 ,,nd
8. are I00 hour_. In even number cwes. the ImMysi$ is doo< by ignoring rrp_rs whil_ odd c_ include repairs
Table 2 tomain the _ulls obtmned in ,II cm,eo.
Fxr_l no_iee f l_ mukiplicalio_ facl_rs for ,_h row A f, dor of ]C dlff_rence ** lher_ due to tee nm_o_)
_phs,e) time_. Next. when we ilnore repmr_ _ ,,c4,¢e a subetanud chsm_ in _mrehabiht.v vsdue, c_t_ined in
the first f,mr cu_ when _,be fail_ rules rare the s4une whether n component i* being tepmr_l or not Thus
_psir_ mltst be accounted foe in mice cases. More )utet_tin$ result, are obtJmed when lhe components being.
)epwred have an order of mNPutude smz)h,r failure rates (r_'_ 5-._) In the_ e_. ignoring _epair_ impact., the'
resul_ but iu this exampk, the difference is not substantial. So one may choose one _. •nother Lnal_s
on parometer value,.
Example 2. For examp_. 2. we con.rider the three components. A. B. and C. s)_etu with two phase config-
uratiom AA'D and OR and three phases. In each phate one component is uot ased Suppose component A is
not used in phase i, component B is not used in phase 2. and component C is not used in phase 3. There are
eight po_ble combinations (.4XD or OR in each phat_). We will not write expteseions for PFC_ and IPFCs
for all cases here. But to demonstrat, how to derive them. for one ca, e when Phase 1 it OB(B. C!. phase 2 t_
AXI_C. A} and phase 3 is AXL_A. B). Then
and
PFCtz = PFCOR(B.C}1.4N DIC A;,. = (_ + _..)(e: - a,.I
Pf(.'2s = PFCAND(C, A tt.4XDtA. B)a -- (_ _)_a._-__)
a-¢ computed in Equation .g. We can also ernnpute PFCi3 using the recurrence relation to obtmn
To compute the probabilities of these expre_.*ions_ we need to expand the etpn*_ion in mutual b- exdusive
term. It should be aotM that when exptessiom ate m pr_luct Mexptessioos forth, each product expression can
I_ independently expanded into mutually exclum_e terrm. ]'hen a product expansion will give •ll terms which
• re mutually exclusix_r. So using this. we compute probsbilit_ of PFC, as given [,,low for this ca.q,
P(PFC:_ = Pt_.. +_Xc.., .4. o_) = P(!_t + t,t_h,a_ -" _q))
P(PFCxs) = P{(_',. + _Xc_ ",- a_)(a,_ + h)? = (_ + t:_..)(a_ + _:oa)(as + _r_h_
= Pioras_) -_ P(o._a_I_FT3 .+.P(aza_._t_) + P(a_,i'3"tzb3FT} {147
PFC_a = P(i_--_)(as "+ h) = il3TTia._ + 8_'_))
= P(_'_asl - P(l'3"tb--_hai
We progr._unmed each c4"the, eight poatible ca_,. We u,ed failure rate for each component to be 0.00_i/hour
and repmr rate to be 0.1/hour w.h,n_ver applicable in • !0 hotrrs/phase mumon. 1he results for eight ca_s are
shoa'm in Table 3. lien. in phm*_ ham,, *A" mean_ AND phme and "0" means OR pha_. Then, we assumed
that the fmlute rate for th_ component under repair is ._ms_l i e.. 0.00001/hour L'_d ttw:omputed •!t the right
csses. These tmults ate m Table 4. One can nm*¢_ t_ ddTerenee m untehabiht) m the two cues. We see not
shasta| the mults when we igt_ote the repairs alto_her but, w. t_otie_ that the did_ertmce m m|ndlcant in t_
6r, tcm and telttl_fly _ in the t¢cond ca_.
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Table 3: Unreliability for eight cLees with same failure rates
AAA ; 9._07
I
OAA I 1.99_l:L_e-03
AOA [ 9.990O058_07
i
OOA I 1._01,%_03
AAO } 9.99000,%%e-07OAO l .,(b38001_'k,- 03
'AOO I 9.99_'_58,h_07
OOO I._013,'k.-03
BP2
1.6.29909,93e-06
1.9_00133e.-03
1.63072502e-0,_
2.62_SP528e-03
1.62_90093e-0_
1.99_00133e-03
1.63072502e-C3
EP2
4.25_562"26e-0q5
1.99962799e 03
BP3 ,! EP3 i
; 9.499793_06 1$ 88170181e-06 1
2.00065528e-03 2.0_90329e- 03 I
i 3.62546817e-03
4 6213416t_-03
4..'25.5.56_x.-0_; ' 2.62_91027e-03
t
1.999_2799e-I'_'__ 4.6223933.k.-03
'=
3.62_46817e.-03 i 462103010e-03
2.62659528e-03 i 4.62134168_03 5 2502_I05e-03
3.62745761e-03 t
416_"96706e-03,
J
[4.62166904_-03 ;
6.244_33_,,- 03 I
i
6.¢kqgT9861e-03
7.23;7923!e-03
,
"hble 4 Lure]iabihty for eight ¢a,q's with }ow failure rates for compoaents while under repair
CIL_
AAA
OA A
AOA
OOA
B_
AAO
OAO
.io(;
i
ooo
o
EPI BP2 ' EP'2 BP3 EP3
9.99000,5,q3e-07 1.06211,_2_.06 3.12110;95e4_ 3.5;$g_7e-06 6.06,19'_74e-0_
......... J
1.9_8001:_Ie-_1.99_0013.'te-03 I._I_I7829e-032.0012460_-03
9.99ooo583e-o7
1.9_t_O0IMe-03
9.0000058&_07
1._0013,b-03
1.0_264640e-03
2.06108.445e-03
1.9990613.%C3
3.058524.5Te-03
I
4.0b 19677.1e-03
1.0@211b._--0_3 121107_1_-0_
,,, ,t , ,
3.05852457_03
! 4.0_)4_7;'4e-03
1.99,t001_k._03 ; 1.99906133,e-03 ; 3488871,a7_.03
1.0_2f_40e-0,1 I 3.05862467e-03 ' 3 4_0749,5e-03
l
1 ......
3.0,5,99_94,'2e-03
4.06602555e.03
5,4791071 le-O_
6. 10769456e-03
Table 5 Unreliability for "all is well if end is wdl'"c,,se
Ct_ £PI
I.b_137172e-03
BP2
1 i
! .894371L%-.C3
i EP2 BP3
od_.g 2.t@559430e-03 2.99_r)0¢-0.'_ 3.99_0_;7e03 I $.99300,567¢-03
2.52263933e-I0
9 .(_')('_124_b_-_I0
8 64917157e-04 ! 2.5'_JgT399e-O,_
2.0019853Te.03 i ._.9_a'20:_9.%-0,I
EP3
3.3,$7202"23_-03
5 9790,5190e-03
ii
$..'DO4675&,-03
2d
Exmmple 3. in our last example. _ programmed the third ¢a,e where the three phases are a = OR, .$ --
OR- AND. and _ = OR as shown in Figure 3. V,'e ru four cases for this exampb'. The_ had two orders a0_
and .ycto and in each case there i_ r_pair on ,!1 componcut_ in all phek_es (R} ot no repair on any component (N).
The phases are ea_ of 10 hours durations. The failure rates for each component in each phase is 0.0001:_r.
The repair rat_ for each component when app',ic0Lble is O.l/hour. The results are show1, in Table 5 .'qotice two
things. On¢¢ ignoring repairs have significant impact on umrelialbility due to repairs, in particular for the .*v_tem
where the success criteria is more stringent during th, later ph_.*es. With repairs the unreliability can be almoet
maintained at the same le,eh as is the case i_ the first and the third line
6 Managing Phased-Mission Systems with Repairs Using P, BDs
It _hould be mentioned that _L_ _mal_is cu also be c_ried out u_zng RBDs. Reradl that in [5] each component
.X model in phase p is replaced by a series of e_r, ts x_z_...x r In case cd"repairs, eac.h component mode! will
be a parallel series model deri_d ou_ of component up/fml tree as shown m l:igure 4. There will be up to
2*-: parallel branch,. Each branch repreu_n_ one unique path from root to one of the leaf U node tn the t.*t_.
Notice that if a pattacular phase does not have repmr or, a particular component, then the tree does not ha_*
an.,,"expaxv'Aon from that the intermednate D node in the tree The r_t of thc. anal._us remains the .*_nae.
7 Conclusions
I/re ha_ presented a techmque to anaL_le pht*ed-mmion s_tems including component repairs who, e phase
tmcce_ rziterias can be expretLscd uting fault trees This tedmique yields accurate result, and is tiruple m
concept and computation. For this p_poee, we enJ:anced phase algebra to include the effect, of l_hLq_- that
allows us to efficiently compute the probabilities of all pouibh combinations contributing te failure in phkq, d-
mi._ion _y,tems during indis_dual phases This tedmique ,s _r.v mteful for a large cla._ of system, where during
the long numion Irate, the system includes repairs but .sT_em operational b_ha_ior can be described using fault
tt_*.,. Several example_ bare been included to show the e_ect._ of relNdrt and how to manage it ¢omputat_s]ly
Currently we are mcori_)ttting Lhete t_hn:ques in reliab':hty ann .[ysis tools
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